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Visual culture relies on the current technology for presentation  

regardless of the purpose of the image. From an advertising point  

of view images need to make an immediate impression but the  

human brain is complex, therefore images are always going to be  

read in different ways by different people.  

The visual advertisement, sometimes combined with other sensory  

content, is designed to prompt a commitment of some description  

from the consumer; financial or otherwise. Influencing as many  

consumers in a single campaign is beneficial to the provider.  

Is it possible that advertising agencies, in conjunction with  

designers and images makers, seek to exploit subtle brain activity  

by the use of basic mental triggers relating to the consumer’s  

natural instincts as animals, in order to maximise effect?  

The aim of this paper is to look at the psychology of humans and in  

particular the way in which fear has evolved to suit modern society  

and culture. Western culture places a huge amount of emphasis  

on lifestyle and everything that it implies. Most of the modern  

western population is materialistic and driven by consumerism on  

an epidemic scale. It has become vulnerable to manipulation from  

many sources. Politically, religiously and certainly financially, the  

dependance on ideology and direction from perceived superiors is  
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frightening. Conditioning to the social environment in both simple  

and more complex terms occurs from very early in human  

development and as humans age society has more of an effect.  

For example “Blushing is unique to humans and does not occur in  

childhood before social mores for ‘good’ and ‘bad’ behaviour are  

appreciated.” (Gregory 1998 p245) 

The propagandist and advertisers know this and use it to their  

advantage. Examining in detail advertising campaigns from the last  

four decades the intent is to verify that, some, commercial  

campaigns use emotion to manipulate consumers into taking  

action. Whilst acknowledging that not all campaigns use emotion  

the examples selected certainly do. The basis for the manipulative  

techniques used will centre around fear appeal and the concept  

that the consumer has little or no control over how they react.  

Subconscious activity both mentally and physically can and does  

occur as a reaction to stimuli in the busy world around us. The  

senses are constantly bombarded with information designed to  

influence. The visual element is of particular interest in the  

following cases but sound, smell, taste and touch can all play a  

part in more interactive advertising.   

The document is structured in four main parts, the introduction  

refers to the aim and scope, chapter one focusses on  
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psychological aspects of the human condition and in particular the  

way fear plays a part in the western world. A particular  

psychological model for gauging reaction level to fear is examined  

and this links into chapter two which analyses multiple advertising  

campaigns and the associated cultural climate of the time in  

relation to consumer fear.  

The second chapter is presented in chronological order to  

emphasise not only how public attitude shapes advertising but also  

how advertising responds to the political and economic climate of  

the moment.  The bulk of the campaigns examined revolve around  

insecurities present in everyday western life. Insecurities that are a  

product of cultural conditioning and propaganda as well as  

physical events.  
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From birth there are certain reactions that are pre-programmed in  

the human condition. These reactions or emotions are what have  

kept humans alive and enabled it to progress as a species to  

where it is today. Globally, as a race, emotion has an impact on a  

daily basis in all cultures. 
  

In simple terms, the ability to exist in social groups as intelligent  

creatures all stems from basic human emotions: 

The basic emotions are discrete physiological responses to  

fundamental life situations that have been useful in our  

ancestral environment. These responses are universally  

shared within our species and some are also found in other  

primates (Ekman 2011 p369) 

It is recognised that although the term basic is used for Happiness,  

Surprise, Fear, Sadness, Anger, Disgust and Contempt they are  

potentially comprised of multiple sub-emotions. To para-phrase,  

basic emotions comprise of multiple criteria to form a family associated with  

each emotion. Each family differs slightly but will have a theme dictated by  

evolution. The variations in the themes are created by social and cultural  

differences. (Ekman 2011 p365) 

Placing the phylogenetic factors to one side and concentrating on  

the variations there is a recognition that once an emotion  
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transitions from being basic to a more complex state of mind,  

comprising of more than one emotion, then it becomes apparent  

that cultural conditioning plays a part.  

Looking specifically at fear for example in western cultures, where  

social standing and the material world are seemingly important  

then the basic emotion of fear rarely manifests itself unless there is  

a threat of harm. Instead a more complex emotion is present to  

produce an internal call to action to help protect the individual or  

associated individuals. The resulting decisions made to counter  

perceived threats are important and the ability to manipulate  

individuals based on this is a powerful tool.  

There are certain things that cannot be changed, therefore for  

manipulation to occur humans have to be taught. Learned  

behaviour will always affect the outward reaction of an individual  

but there are things that are impossible to control. If a reaction at a  

subconscious level can be achieved then the individual will not be  

able to do anything about it and may not even realise they are  

reacting to the stimulus. 

(Panksepp 1982 p408) Argued that “the mammalian brain"  

contains at least four primitive executive (command) circuits that  

initiate the distinct subjective emotional states of expectancy, fear,  
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rage, and panic in humans and that trigger the corresponding  

emotive processes in animals.” 

Of note is his theoretical assumption that: 

The number of fundamental emotional circuits is limited,  

but through their intermixtures and social learning,  

emotions in humans have a much richer phenomenological  

texture than is contained in the individual emotive circuits (ibid p408) 

In other words the basic emotion is dependant on personal  

experiences but will still manifest itself in a universal way, for  

example facial expression, raised pulse and clenched fists to  

indicate fear and a fight rather than flight reaction. If a previous  

experience was less favourable then a flight reaction may prevail.  

The deeply personal nature of emotions plus the environment and  

way in which the emotion is triggered can have an effect on the  

final reaction presented by the individual.  

These physiological responses are universal to all human beings.  

Studies of Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) activity has shown  

that regardless of age, race or culture responses to emotional  

stimuli are very similar. 
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“Since our initial study (Ekman et al 1983), we have focused  

primarily on the directed facial action task and have found several  

consistent relations between specific emotions and specific  

patterns of ANS activity “ (Levenson et al 1991 p34) 

Primarily the reactions are strongest in emotions that require a  

physical response. Fear, Anger, Surprise, Disgust and Sadness. “I  

do not expect to find emotion-specific ANS activity for either  

happiness or contempt,” (Ekman 1992 p552) 

To further cement the theory that emotions are in-built in all  

humans, exploration of facial expressions as a response to  

emotional triggers should provide conclusive proof. The  

gratification of achieving something should provide a physical  

reaction in the face of the subject, if that reaction is instinctive and  

not a learned behaviour it should be the same in a blind person.  

The physiological response will remain the same in relation to the  

specific emotion but as previously mentioned non-motor reactions  

are less likely to be created by the ANS.  

Studies of blind athletes, both during competition and when being  

presented with medals: 

suggest that the universality in emotional expression  

observed in numerous studies involving adult humans  
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originates from an evolved, potentially genetic source and  

that all humans, regardless of gender or culture, are born  

with this ability. (Matsumoto/Willingham 2009 p9) 

Learned behaviour within societies can lead to emotions being  

displayed in a deceptive fashion, false smiles in social situations  

for example. From an early age infants do learn behaviour from  

adults around them but they also instinctively know how to express  

basic emotions before they are capable of reciprocating what they  

have seen. As intelligent animals, learning to display false  

emotions to benefit from them is achievable but internal  

physiological responses are difficult, if not impossible, to control.  

When appraisal of a situation takes place the internal responses  

are the ones that matter. A person may appear to react in a certain  

way on the surface but once the situation subsides then the echo  

of how they reacted will continue. This echo is beyond the control  

of the individual and depending on the level of reaction may  

continue for some time afterwards. Notwithstanding the  

subconscious reactions, a lasting effect may also occur in terms of  

memories of a given situation. For example, in the case of fear, if  

an individual develops a psychological fear of something then the  

physiological responses may be triggered by the expectation of  
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that fear manifesting itself for real, even if it never does.   

As one of the significant in-built emotions fear has evolved to  

encompass many of modern societies perceived threats. True fear  

will present itself as the traditional fight or flight if the danger is  

great enough. To a lesser degree inaction can also be a result of  

fear, some people freeze and do nothing. These contrasting  

reactions are purely based on self preservation but it’s everything  

else in between that is generated in modern western societies  

when individuals are faced with a given, or perceived, scenario  

that is of interest to advertisers.  

Focusing on the evolution of fear, the way it presents itself in  

humans both mentally and physically varies between individuals  

but because of cultural conditioning and the pressures of modern  

life the triggers for such reactions have changed. Humans have  

always been intelligent conscious animals but when life is fairly  

simple then there are arguably fewer fears. Exploring the specifics  

of how the body reacts when it is afraid, the scene can be set for  

analysis of a commercial western culture in order to show how it   

has ended up where it is psychologically in relation to popular  

culture and advertising.  

Looking at contemporary visual communication and how it has  
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evolved since the middle of the twentieth century it is obvious to  

see how humans have been manipulated by other humans using  

the medium as part of cultural conditioning, a complex and  

ongoing process that most people are unaware of. Cultures are  

defined by politics, economics and religion amongst other things  

and the reaction of individuals to their world shapes society. How  

information is disseminated is all part of the cultural conditioning  

and historically propaganda appeared in print to inform the  

masses. Edward Bernays linked propaganda with public relations  

and crucially he started targeting specific groups to have a positive  

effect on society. He recognised that society was changing and  

that someone needed to be “an expert who must know how to  

reach groups totally dissimilar as to ideals, customs and even  

language” (St John, Opdycke Lamme 2011 p227)  

This idea of targeted groups transfers across into contemporary  

advertising and further more it has been refined to target specific  

emotions within those groups of individuals. Simple visual  

advertisements and branding cross language barriers, although  

some do not transfer to cultures with different customs. There are  

a number of cases of companies not being attentive to cultural and  

language differences and subsequently causing offence.  
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A particularly high profile example of this occurred when Pepsi  

advertised in China. Their tag line was “Come Alive With Pepsi”  

which translated into Chinese as “Pepsi brings your ancestors  

back from the dead” (www.slideshare.net) 

Fear is just a small part of the whole process of cultural  

conditioning. Technology has progressed, which in turn has  

shaped the things we are afraid of. Medical advances mean less  

risk from diseases and increased mortality rates. Construction has  

advanced to a point where the elements pose less of a threat. In  

contrast financial burden and reliance on technology has created  

and environment which presents self generated challenges. The  

cultural values that are reflected as a result of such change mean  

that fears are much more contemporary but no less real. The line  

may be blurred between true fear and other emotions related to it  

but exploitation of hardwired emotions will always be possible by  

anyone who wishes to do so.   

Fear and anxiety are closely related: 

Fear is generally held to be a reaction to an explicit  

threatening stimulus, with escape or avoidance the  

outcome of increased cue proximity. Anxiety is usually  

considered a more general state of distress, more long  
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lasting, prompted by less explicit or more generalised cues  

(PJ Lang et al 2000 p144) 

The physiological reaction in both cases is very similar but as  

mentioned previously the echo of that reaction is more pertinent to  

anxiety.  

A key reaction “in both animals and human subjects is a state of  

heightened attention” (ibid p155) if the threat is clear and present.  

This state of mind can potentially be used by advertisers to get the  

viewer to engage with content instantly.   

However if a more subtle approach is taken then a “non-specific  

state of vigilance in a context of ill-defined threat.” (ibid p155) can  

be exploited by the vendor. Forcing the user to think about the  

threat presented can be an important factor in determining who  

reacts in the required fashion. Herein lies the targeted element in  

the equation.  

This change in the level of attentiveness to visual cues is related to  

“attention oriented defence reactions found in animal  

subjects” (ibid p155) In other words there is a direct relationship  

between the perceived threat and level of attention paid, both  

instantly and after the fact.  
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In third world countries societies and communities are less  

exposed, if at all, to western consumer mentality. Modern  

technology exists but primarily to facilitate survival rather than as a  

luxury. In these communities fear and anxiety are generated by  

real threats on a daily basis. In developing countries education,  

health care and other infrastructure recognisable to western  

culture is basic at most so the needs of people in such places are  

completely different. Those needs translate directly to the fears  

that they have.  

In contrast a modern western country with its established  

infrastructure offers more than enough to satisfy basic human  

needs. For example not having to worry about a lack of clean  

drinking water or basic medication if required means that a  

different set of problems are generated.  

This set of first world problems as they are known has led to  

cultural conditioning and the creation of fears that self perpetuate  

in capitalist consumer based societies. Fear of social, financial and  

professional failure all rank highly but it’s the material signifiers of  

success that alleviate these fears. Selling those signifiers is a  

matter of emphasising the conditioning and offering solutions.  

Advertising is a language that needs to be understood to be  

effective. It preys on emotions but if it isn’t presented to the correct  
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audience, in the correct context at the correct time then it will likely  

fail. The combination of an attractive item, of value, with very  

subtle language is relatively persuasive in a print advertisement,  

no matter what emotion is used. The signifier is there, add a  

celebrity endorsement plus overarching brand values and the  

success rate will be favourable in terms of investment for the  

vendor.  

Fear can be used to sell physical items that are likely to have an  

immediate effect such as medicines. Conversely selling something  

that is an idea, non-existent or less tangible using fear as the  

primary driver is more of a challenge. Advertisements of this type  

need to be sophisticated “If one is to be made to foresee future  

dangers and guard against them he has to be educated to do  

so.” (Poffenberger 1885 p54) 

The sophistication within such advertisements relies on audience   

learned behaviour, cultural conditioning and a level of education  

and awareness relevant to the culture in which they reside. Hence  

complex advertisements would not work in a culture where they  

could not be read, some don’t even work in the societies where  

they are disseminated due to very specific target audiences.  

Using an image along with less copy and simple recognisable  
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branding can go some way to negating cultural and language  

barriers but most of the time if the viewer doesn’t understand the  

advertisement then it is probably not aimed at them and they will  

quickly move on. If, however, a connection is made then the  

cognitive process begins. 

Fear appeal as it is known has “numerous theoretical models to  

explain the arousal process” (Henthorne et al 1993 p59) 

The Thayer model of arousal offers a tool to measure potential  

success of the use of fear, although it is reliant on consumer  

feedback when used in relation to specific campaigns. It works on  

the basis that: 

arousal is viewed as being composed of four dimensions  

know as high activation (HA) (tension), general activation  

(GA) (energy), general deactivation (GD) (calmness), and  

deactivation sleep (DS) (fatigue). (ibid p60) 

The use of fear is intended to create a reaction in the viewer,  

reactions that the viewer has no control over. The balance of  

positive feelings over negative feelings is dependant on the  

strength of the reaction.  

“Indirect effects entail ad generated arousal followed by a cognitive  
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process focusing on formulation of an attitude toward the ad which,  

in turn, leads to further cognitive focus on behavioural  

intention”(ibid p62) 

This relates to the level of attentiveness mentioned previously. The  

level of which is directly connected to the level of fear that the  

viewer perceives. 

“The direct effect of arousal feeling states is a seemingly  

instantaneous process that is followed by a cognitive focus on  

behavioural intention” (ibid p62) 

In other words the higher the tension in the viewer the less thinking  

they do about the advertisement before making a decision on their actions. 

Fig 1 Thayer Model of Arousal 
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The model mentioned previously is split into two with one half being  

“weak fear appeal” (model 1A) and the other “strong fear appeal”  

(model 1B) with a threshold that, if met, is the theoretical point at  

which positive feelings turn into negative feelings. The research  

carried out by Henthorne et al (1993) concluded that a print advertisement  

wasn’t capable of breaching the threshold demonstrated by the  

model during their research.  

That’s not to say a print advertisements can’t cause consumers to  

take action without lengthy consideration of what has been seen  

but advertisers need to push the boundaries constantly to get that  

reaction.  

With that in mind advertising then becomes a battle between  

regulatory organisations and agencies that constantly evolves to  

allow or ban campaigns on the basis of what is morally, ethically  

and tastefully correct for a given culture and placement of the  

advertisement.  

The psychological element to this often depends on overall media  

and public attitudes of the time but cultural conditioning is ongoing  

and information deluge is constant. This chapter has looked at  

basic emotions in the broader sense before selecting a specific 

emotion for further analysis. The physiological and psychological  

aspects of fear as a less than basic emotion make it ideal for  
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marketeers to design advertising campaigns around.   

The following chapter will examine some examples of  

advertisements that have used fear appeal. Agencies use political  

and economic climate to their advantage along with  

advertisements in other forms to create the required tension in the  

consumer to take action. With exception of possibly one campaign  

it is unlikely that any had the power to cross the threshold and the  

analysis of each will show why.  
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As advertising has evolved to maximise technology so have 

standards. The Advertising Standards Authority regulates  

advertising across all media. (www.asa.org.uk) 

“Our work includes acting on complaints and proactively checking 

media to take action against mis-leading, harmful and offensive 

advertisements” (www.asa.org.uk) 

With this in mind the intention is to examine multiple advertising  

campaigns from different eras. The use of fear as an emotional  

driver to encourage a reaction from the consumer has always been  

used in one way or another. Fear is inherently built into every  

human being to help deal with situations that may threaten life or  

serious harm. As society becomes more complex, fear can be  

used by manipulative advertising designers to influence humans  

into taking action. The fear appeal has been employed for years  

but as the Advertising Standards Authority grew the way in which it  

has been used has changed.  

It is true that if humans were still living as they did thousands of  

years ago then fear would, in essence, be a preservation of life  

emotion. In modern society humans have become accustomed to  

material items being a symbol of status and for life threatening  

situations to be a rare occurrence. True fear doesn’t appear in  

everyday life but fears of more subtle situations are all too  
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common. The advertisers know this and use it for commercial gain,  

sometimes using shock tactics to great effect. The previously  

mentioned Thayer model contains a hypothetical threshold 

that advertisers are getting closer to, if not already crossing, in  

order to make consumers uncomfortable enough to take action in  

relation to products and services.  

It could be argued that some companies deliberately push the  

boundaries of what is acceptable to force the Advertising  

Standards Agency to ban campaigns. By virtue of the fact that a  

campaign has a limited run, creates a public reaction and is  

subsequently banned means publicity in its own right. This is  

normally associated with established brands anyway so the  

coding in follow up advertisements will be read with  

the ban in mind. All part of well thought out strategies as nothing is  

implemented and executed by accident.  

Charities are known for using this tactic to break the monotony of  

compassion fatigue. Humans for animals tried to use the following  

image without success. It was quickly banned but not without first  

causing the reaction intended and raising awareness of the culling  

of baby seals.  
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Fig 2 Humans for Animals 

The following images are single tear sheets from sustained  

campaigns therefore coding and brand strategies all become  

relevant. The exception being the physical conceptual campaign  

with the credit cards in locks. This was a stand alone campaign.  

In the late 1960s Uniroyal Tyres ran a campaign in the press  

promoting its tyres. The initial advertisement designed for print  

used a graphic image, graphic copy and graphic language to prey  

on consumer insecurities and ultimately the fear of death or injury.  

  
The first advertisement in the series presented the viewer with a  

monochrome full page containing both image and text. The image  

was a grainy, tightly cropped representation of an apparently  

serious road traffic collision. Deliberately intended to look like a  
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press photography image there are no people visible. The viewer  

is presented with a car in a ditch resting against a large tree with  

windows missing, a crushed roof and a rear door open implies  

there were multiple people involved.  

Half of the number plate is visible suggesting that it is in Great  

Britain and the assumption is that the car has left the road and  

crossed the opposite carriageway, coming to rest against the tree.  
 

Fig 3 Uniroyal Tyres 
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Significantly the scene has been captured in the pouring rain.  

Whether or not the image has been staged is not clear which adds  

to the realism and press image feel. The designers have chosen  

the image content specifically to suit the text and to set the  

precedent for the whole campaign. The example shown was the  

first in the series.  

The copy plays on irony at first reading and could almost be  

interpreted as British humour. It wouldn’t translate well to other  

cultures. The strap line draws the viewer into the scene in the  

image. Morbid curiosity is provoked and the viewer is hooked.  

“A little drop of rain never hurt anybody” 

Instantly the idea that someone has been hurt is implied, even  

though it is a little tongue in cheek. Smaller copy at the foot of the  

advertisement helps set the scene and the fear appeal is really  

exaggerated. Within the first column of text key words are used,  

“died”, “injured”, “maiming” and “killing”.  

Did someone die in the car? Were there passengers who were  

injured? 

The urge to re-visit the image and look for further clues to the  

human loss is strong. Secondary collisions are often caused on  

busy modern motorways as a result of this type of curiosity.  

Someone else’s demise never really commands the respect it  
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deserves and to put it in print pushes the ethical boundaries to add  

to the effectiveness.  

The second column of copy provides a solution to the consumer  

fear. The product, which is a specific rain tyre, is promoted.  

Backed up by “tests” to validate the products that are mentioned in  

the third column. The final section of copy presents the concept of  

humility to the consumer. The product is good but not infallible,  

used in conjunction with safe practices the product is even better.  

This is almost a disclaimer but it comes across as honesty, the  

sense that the company cares about the customer and wants to  

collaborate to prevent accidents happening is clear. This is an  

example of a company trying to build brand loyalty by using fear  

appeal as a tactic.  

The subsequent advertisements in the campaign followed the  

same style. All monochrome press images with a strap line and  

copy to support the narrative. It is worth noting that the campaign  

got progressively more cryptic in terms of imagery. The initial  

advertisement set the scene and the following became  

recognisable as part of the same campaign but with less of a literal  

image to imply the potential danger.  

The campaign came at a time when roads were improving and so  
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was private car technology. The M1 motorway opened in 1959 and  

in 1967 the 70mph speed limit was introduced. (www.theaa.com)  

With people willing to travel more and speeds increasing Uniroyal attempted  

to stand out by using quite powerful images in their campaign. Family  

holidays were becoming more popular and the ability to afford to travel and  

own a private vehicle was increasing. The independence that was offered  

meant the responsibility of road safety filtered down to the individual rather  

than a public transport operator. The motorist had to think about himself and  

his family, self preservation linked to fear was exploitable from a commercial  

point of view and that’s exactly what Uniroyal were doing.   

Moving forward to the early 1980s the Albany Life press  

advertisement still had the traditional format. The whole campaign  

consisted of an image, strap line and small copy laid out in such a  

way to suit the printed newspaper sheet. British society along with  

most western cultures constantly changes, socially, politically and  

technologically. Shifting to cope with economic climate, wars and  

expanding populations consumers wanted security in their lives so  

the rise of financial insurance to guarantee that led to campaigns  

using fear appeal in a different way.  

With the election of Margaret Thatcher in 1979 the early 80s were  

stormy in terms of financial security. Austerity measures and rising  

unemployment raised questions as to what the future held for the  
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working class and in the case of the next series of advertisements  

the “private sector businessman”. 

Margaret Thatcher or the Iron Lady as she was known was an  

extremely unpopular leader from an economic and social point of  

view. “High unemployment under Thatcher proved to be unusually  

long lasting - its level did not drop much until 1986” (Vinen 2009  

p125) 

Early on in her tenure this led to unrest and pushed the public to  

the limit and beyond.  

“Young men in several cities rioted during the summer of  

1981” (ibid p103) because of unemployment and the economy.  

If it hadn’t been for her robust stance surrounding the Iranian  

Embassy siege and the deployment of the SAS then perhaps she  

would have been removed. She also stood her ground on the  

issue of the Falklands, sending the country to war and subsequent  

victory in 1982. “Alan Clark predicted that Thatcher would be a  

‘hero’ in an ‘unassailable’ position if she won” (ibid p149)  and  

although some of her own government wanted the war to be lost, it  

wasn’t. This led in part to victory in the 1983 election but didn’t  

really have anything to do with the economy in general.  

Pre-Thatcher the economy was in reasonable shape but with  
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promises made by the preceding Labour government along with  

Conservative pledges to raise pay for soldiers and policemen this  

would quickly change (ibid p105). Oil played its part as it always  

had done in the UK economy and the expectation that a  

homegrown oil industry would solve some of the economic  

problems wasn’t met. Rising employment meant a rise in  

government spending on benefits and overall uncertainty in  

monetary terms was high even though the economy appeared to  

start to recover after the budget in 1981.  

Everyone at the time knew about unemployment, figures were  

announced on the national news almost daily. It became part of life  

and practically divided the working classes; 

“those with jobs were consistently optimistic, those without jobs  

were pessimistic” (ibid p132)  

Insurance companies used this uncertainty to try and coax money  

from those fortunate enough to have jobs that paid well enough to  

afford life insurance and pension schemes. They also sided with  

the consumer against the establishment, offering to claim tax back  

on any payments made into a scheme.  

Using more subtle techniques to instil fear, Albany Life ran a  

campaign from 1981-1983. It tuned into the economic climate and  
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the political stance of the Government of the time. Tapping into the  

fear that the consumer was trapped in their current job, everyone  

out to get them and it could all be gone if that job was lost.  

Aimed at middle-aged men with professional jobs the over arching  

theme of the campaign was to make the target audience think  

about life after their current career. Using the fear of financial  

discomfort or not being able to provide for loved ones as a driver  

the advertisements still used consumer emotion against  

themselves. Based on materialistic lifestyles of the early 80s for  

those that could afford, Albany Life targeted a specific audience by  

trying to expose holes in their life, insecurities both in financial and  

practical terms. Raising questions about what a second career  

might be and what options were open to someone with an Albany  

Life product. It was in essence a weak fear appeal campaign that  

didn’t cross the previously discussed threshold in the Thayer  

model, although the lure of a tax break potentially created the  

incentive for the consumer to make a more immediate decision to  

take action. Pitching dreams against nightmares fear was used to  

encourage consumers to buy into a product in order to avoid  

nightmare scenarios or unfavourable financial situations.  

The advertisements always linked the image to the strap-lines in  

order to get the thought process going. Whether the viewer read  
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the image or the copy first mattered little, either way if the viewer  

stayed long enough to read the opposing content then they were  

caught. If they stayed long enough and understood the initial  

reading then they were a potential customer. This was a very  

sophisticated initial filter and the coding within the whole campaign  

meant that even if a reaction didn’t occur to early advertisements  

the viewer would understand the latter examples much more  

quickly.   

The images varied but as previously suggested there were no  

women in any of the images. A very biased, perhaps sexist  

vignette applied to the whole campaign. Even the text was littered  

with sexist undertones. This was very typical of advertising  

campaigns of the time but as the Advertising Standards Authority  

came into being content began to be less blatant.  

By examining one of the individual advertisements in the Albany  

Life campaign one can get a feel for the way in which insurance  

was sold at the time.  
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Fig 4 Albany Life 
 

Visually the advertisement uses graphic content combined with  

bold text. This poses a question, both literally and metaphorically.  

The literal question creates an idea that there is a target.  

Fifty years old and the comfort of a financially sound life is  

suggested as the ideal. The rats are used to good effect on a  

number of levels. Initial visual language provokes a raw fear of the  

creature itself.  Perhaps a fear that dates back to times when such  

rodents were the vehicle for fatal disease and should be avoided at  

all costs.  

Each rat is numbered and they all are facing the same direction.  
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This is an indication that there is a race in progress. The Rat Race  

is a term used to describe human existence in both business and  

social terms. The continual struggle to be number one and be  

successful. The lack of a number one in the advertisement is  

significant and a secondary reading could suggest that we are all  

just a number, just not number one.  Albany life holds the key to  

escaping and becoming number one.  

The finer text within the page implies that the consumer could live  

in a villa in Cannes and makes a direct reference to the economic  

climate of the time by mentioning inflation. The words “reality” and  

“dream” appear in one of the sentences to emphasise the potential  

purpose of an Albany Life policy.  

Not only did Albany life attempt to exploit fear of failure and  

uncertainty it also used politically motivated content to maintain  

currency. Staying in touch with the politics of the time meant  

another angle to stimulate the prospective audience into action.   

The use of an image of Ronald Reagan in a later advertisement for  

the same product and the reference to a second career was very  

specific in terms of targeting the right sort of people. They also  

mentioned him by name in the smaller copy.  
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Fig 5 Albany Life Reagan 
 

As mentioned before, if the reader didn’t get it then they probably weren’t  

within the target demographic although placement would have been strategic  

to maximise exposure to the correct target audience. The Reagan reference  

was in line with a campaign strategy that targeted a specific audience and  

was always politically and economically current. Reagan, previously a  

successful Hollywood actor became President of the USA at roughly the  

same time as Thatcher came to power. Their relationship grew from the  

outset and the link between the two was such that it may well have had an  

effect on the advertising industry on both sides of the Atlantic. Reagan was  
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well aware of media and advertising strategy and used his knowledge for his  

own media campaigns.  

On the American side of the Atlantic Visa ran a magazine print  

advertisement  with a reference to the Cold war and the Anglo  

American alliance. It was similar in style to print advertisements  

seen in the UK with bold copy, an image and smaller copy to  

reinforce the narrative. However it didn’t use fear appeal as such  

but does highlight the fact that political influences creep in across  

various different campaigns. 

Fig 6 Visa Premier Card 
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The Visa Premier Card print advertisement included Roger Enrico  

the former head of Pepsi sat on a balcony overlooking the ocean.  

Most notably it is in colour and intended for magazine print as  

opposed to the previous campaign which was destined for  

newspaper placement. A picture of a business man out of the  

office but still working hinted at the unrelenting work ethic of the  

time and the commercialism associated with it. The Apple  

computer, branded drink and copy of what can be assumed to be  

the subject’s own book are all visible.  

Product placement within another product campaign adds to the  

sense of capitalism and, in a cynical sense, the incestuous nature  

of big business of the time. Perhaps John Sculley, formerly of  

Apple, is a good friend of Mr Enrico?  

The references to war don’t end at the strap-line and the closing  

sentence in the smaller copy refers to a beach landing and the  

only card you’ll need.  

As the Advertising Standards Authority clamped down agencies  

needed to find more creative ways of amplifying effect to sell their  

product. Cigarette advertising faded away and offensive or  

controversial campaigns were never realised or were quickly  

banned. Playing by the rules meant that advertising needed to  

move on, certainly no more references to war or sexist undertones  
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as seen in the Albany Life campaign.  

Conceptual advertising began to appear in the mid 2000s as a  

response to a general feeling that blatant public space advertising  

was encroaching into space that wasn’t as free the advertisers  

thought. This led to complaints about campaigns. Content that is  

placed in traditional places such as print or on screen gives the  

viewer a choice of whether or not they view. If a consumer doesn’t  

like the advertising strategy presented on or in specific media then  

they can decide not to view or use it. If, however, the advertiser  

places an advertisement in a public space then in theory it is  

indiscriminate and gives the public no choice but to be exposed to  

it.  

The indiscriminate nature of billboard and other public space  

placement methods meant that advertising agencies needed to  

generate different ways of using available spaces to prevent the  

general public from becoming increasingly irate and also immune  

to campaigns. Conceptual campaigns appeared to be the answer.  

Agencies started to create campaigns that fitted into the  

environment they were to be presented in. Humour, visual puns  

and playfulness all contributed towards engaging campaigns being  

created.  
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Knowing the target audience and placing campaigns in context  

really helped advertisements to fit in. This also meant that  

campaigns could be done on a smaller scale as the billboard  

mentality disappeared.  

As with previous campaigns that have been analysed the next  

campaign also uses fear appeal to persuade the consumer to buy  

into a product. The Asian company ISEO’s campaign was  

commissioned in Malaysia in 2006. It was billed as “playing on our  

natural curiosity” but as we have seen the political climate was  

probably an influence on the creative team and as a result the  

campaign played on a little more than natural curiosity.  

From 2001 when the World Trade Centre was destroyed by  

terrorism security was, and is, consistently being questioned.  

Global security against terrorist threats became a priority and life  

changed to account for it. Airport security was increased, constant  

threat assessments were carried out and as a whole the public  

became more aware of the increased risk.  

In 2002 a series of devices were detonated in and around a  

nightclub in Bali, Indonesia. A terrorist attack which killed 202  

people. (www.britannica.com) 
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The attack was just one of eight major incidents between 2002 and  

2004 which were all terrorist related. It could be argued that any  

advertising campaign that uses a weakness in personal or  

corporate security to sell a product is linked to such attacks.  

The ISEO campaign was a conceptual one. It exploited the idea  

that a door can be opened with a credit card or similar item.  

Distributed at the entrances to office suites with particular styles of  

handles and locks, mock credit cards with the details of the  

company were left in the crack of the door above the locking  

mechanism. The company was promoting burglarproof locks.  

Statistics showed that “Enquiries about ISEO products increased  

by 28 percent with the first month of the campaign” (Himpe 2008 p62) 

The campaign was very specific in both the country it was  

deployed in as well as the target audience. It was technically a  

mail drop campaign but the cards were left in the doors of  

corporate office suites rather than dropped through.  

Whether or not this campaign would have worked in a more 

western culture is debatable. Junk mail is a bone of contention with  

private residences and most western office complexes have  

physical security measures in place to prevent unauthorised  

people gaining access. Perhaps the budget hotel market could be  
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a potential target for a similar campaign?  

Fig 7 ISEO Locks 

The fear appeal in this case would probably breach the threshold  

for an immediate reaction. The physical gut feeling when someone  

has violated or potentially violated a space that is personal could  

well be enough for the recipient to decide to change locks or  

consider it. Even the echo of that feeling after the initial discovery  

would produce involuntary feelings of fear. What if? Who? might be  

questions raised. If this campaign could be implemented on a  

small scale within a domestic environment in a country such as the  

UK then the effect would be amplified, whether or not it would be  

tolerated in British culture remains to be seen. That said it may  

generate publicity in its own right if complaints were made.  
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Charities and ethical campaigns seemed to get a little more leeway  

as can be seen in the PETA advertisement therefore these  

sorts of campaigns tended to be harder hitting in terms of visual  

language,  although other moral and ethical questions are raised  

as a result of such campaigns the initial shock factor cannot be  

ignored in relation to the obvious intention of the advertisement.   

Fig 8 PETA 

The rise of digital manipulation from mid 1980s through to present  

day has made new concepts more readily achievable and  

believable.  

The WWF generated a campaign targeting the public as a whole in  

order to promote mass behavioural change to combat global  

warming. Again political climate and to a degree science  

influenced agencies to be as shocking as permissible to get the  
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message across.   

To put the campaign into context, “Before the terms Global  

Warming and greenhouse effect emerged out of the pages of  

scientific journals and congressional hearing rooms during the  

sweltering summer of 1988, few Americans had heard or read  

anything about it.” (Guber 2013 p95) Since then it has become part  

of global politics and general governmental policy. As with all  

political activity the level of publicity and interest in a particular  

subject varies depending on parties involved and the feeling  

amongst voters. It also depends on the culture in which it is being  

discussed. Western societies have been educated by scientists,  

and by default the media, about Global warming. Most people are  

now aware of the fact that the planet is potentially warming to a  

level which is not sustainable and that as a species we are causing  

it.  

George Bush’s statement “I recognise that the surface of the Earth  

is warmer and that an increase in greenhouse gases is  

contributing to the problem” (Boykoff 2008 p554) was a presidential  

acknowledgement of it.  

The situation is far more complex than most understand and doing  

something about it is even more complex and expensive but a  
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feeling of fear has certainly been generated in large numbers of  

the global population about the future of the planet.  

The WWF advertisement presented here is a print advertisement   

and was the follow up to a similar image containing a webbed  

hand that utilised digital manipulation of a real image. The fish  

heads campaign originated in Belgium and was timed to coincide  

with UN Climate talks in Bali, December 2007.  

“Billboards, static and mobile, print advertisements and a television  

commercial were supplemented by public appearances of activists  

wearing fish heads” (www.theinspirationroom.com) 
 

Fig 9 WWF 
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The print advertisement itself is presented as a portrait of a human  

male. The portrait is well lit against a fairly dark background. The  

face of the man is looking up and out of frame at an angle to the  

viewer. He is wearing an open necked patterned shirt. It’s a  

standard portrait apart from the obvious fact that he has a fish like  

head. His neck, ear and top half of his head appear relatively  

normal but a malformed mouth with large lips and absence of a  

nose create the impression of a fish. The eye is human but lacks  

any other distinguishing human features around the periphery. The  

styling is perhaps based on a larger Grouper type species of fish.   

It’s difficult to tell whether the bulk of the image has been created  

in camera with a prosthetic mask or if it is totally digitally  

manipulated. Even so a fair amount of digital re-touching would  

have taken place to create the final image.  

The advertisement was presented in both portrait and landscape  

orientation. In both cases the same, minimal copy, was used. “Stop  

Climate Change Before it Changes You.” was the strap line,  

presented in uppercase sans serif font with a little texture. The  

WWF Panda logo appeared with a slogan and web address. All of  

which appeared in white and in the language of the intended  

country.  
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On initial reading the image creates a little confusion. The viewer  

needs to decide what is in the picture. Once the realisation hits  

and the mixture of man and fish is recognised then the shock  

factor is driven home. There are undertones of humour but not all  

would see the funny side. The fact that the text mentions “Climate  

Change” quickly quashes any humour that may have crept in. The  

copy makes it clear that the advertisement is serious.  

The advertisement is effective in terms of grabbing attention and  

getting the message across but if the viewer decides to read into  

the image a little more then mixed messages may detract from the  

effectiveness. There are evolutionary issues being hinted at but for  

evolution to occur to this level would take millions of years. The  

real threat from climate change is far more immediate so as a race  

we may need to worry about future generations and how they will  

deal with the change rather than them turning into fish. The ad also  

relies on the viewer having an understanding of Climate Change  

and the effects it is having on the planet. If the viewer lacks the  

knowledge of rising oceans as a result of melting ice then the fish  

reference is wasted.  

In terms of fear appeal in relation to the Thayer model the print  

campaign wouldn’t breach the threshold for adult viewers in  

isolation. It may create a more substantial element of fear in  
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younger viewers which could be beneficial from an effect point of  

view as younger people are the demographic who can implement  

behavioural change to benefit the climate. The more physical side  

of the campaign involving humans dressed in masks would  

certainly create fear but would need to be recognisable as part of  

the brand strategy and in line with the coding associated with the  

campaign. As a stand alone public relations exercise it may just  

create confusion and humour.  
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As has been demonstrated fear appeal is present in all forms of  

advertising throughout the 20th century. The creatives responsible  

for the conception and implementation of such campaigns know  

exactly what they are doing and getting maximum effect for a given  

amount of investment is important. Knowing how to manipulate  

different cultures depending on the socio-economic climate is a  

crucial skill. Some consumers would argue that they are not  

affected by advertising but it’s doubtful that there is anyone in the  

western world who can honestly say this. Sub conscious  

manipulation, coding and branding is everywhere. The insatiable  

appetite of commercialised humans cannot be satisfied and they  

are always looking for the next big thing. Advertisements will  

communicate that and ultimately persuade them into making a  

commitment.      

As has been presented in the first chapter the human brain  

combined with lived experience can provide an overwhelming  

amount of responses to stimulation from any number of sources. In  

this case the examination of basic human emotions and the  

subsequent familial breakdown of those emotions has shown that  

our cultural and social differences play a part in how we perceive  

visual stimuli. 

Cultural Conditioning from a very early age is instrumental in  
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shaping how we react to advertising. In particular the conditioning  

we are exposed to creates our fears and desires based on what  

we are what we are told is correct. Although modern cultures have  

influenced emotional behaviour to an extent, all humans still have  

in built emotional responses that cannot be controlled. Our fears  

may have changed but our responses have not. Tension will still be  

present in the case of fear and this tension provides both a  

platform for measuring performance of advertisements and also a  

means of manipulating the consumer using visual communication.  

The theory behind “fear appeals is grounded in the belief that  

some form of arousal is necessary for individual behaviour change  

to occur” (Henthorne et al 1993 p59) To create this arousal  

advertising designers produce campaigns that are image and text  

based. The level of arousal is generated by content that is  

specifically aimed at a certain target audience. The subsequent  

reaction by individuals is provoked by an autonomic response that  

creates tension. The level of tension is, in theory, controlled by the  

content that is presented. This is all based on the correct audience  

viewing the advertisement. For example if a child with less cultural  

awareness or maturity viewed an advertisement intended for an  

adult the resulting tension in the child may present as visible signs  

of fear rather than more subconscious signs in more culturally  
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advanced viewers.  

The first chapter highlighted the way in which we are programmed  

to react and how our reactions can be measured by scientists and  

doctors. The Thayer model is just one example of many that have  

been created to give some degree of physicality to what is  

essentially a psychological process, a line in the sand by which the  

mental threshold for reactions can be measured. In theory the  

lower end of the scale pertains to static print advertisements and  

the corresponding weak fear appeal and the strong fear appeal is  

at the opposite end. Generally the stronger end of the scale  

requires a more dynamic input from the advertisers which is  

becoming more and more common as technology evolves. This all  

feeds into the machine that is cultural conditioning as humans  

have an almost endless appetite to learn, improve and outperform  

each other in the context of western capitalism. We are victims of  

our own success to a degree and always will be.  

The campaigns seen in the second chapter highlight the way in  

which imagery and text can be combined to influence human  

behaviour. The evolution of print advertisements over the period  

covered is clear and the direct correlation to social climate and  

advertising rules and regulations can be seen. When reviewing old  

print advertisements western attitudes can be read from the tone  
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of images and text. What was once tolerated is no longer  

acceptable and in years to come current advertisements may be  

the same. The Albany life campaign with its sexist undertones and  

class bias would generate plenty of complaints in the more liberal  

western World of today. The intended reaction from some  

campaigns may not be purely for monetary reasons at face value,  

the WWF campaign for example, but ultimately someone  

somewhere wants to be rich in financial terms so advertising exists  

to facilitate that.   

As has been shown, advertisers are very sophisticated in how they  

design what we see. They are also very selective about placement  

and timing of advertisements. Timing campaigns to coincide with  

major political events or other global factors which affect the  

attitude of millions of people is no accident. This all leads to the  

conclusion that, in the case of fear, advertisers and their clients do  

use subconscious, hard wired emotions to manipulate the  

consumer.  
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